GOVERNOR CONTROLS AND AUTOMATION SERVICES
Power, Marine, and Industrial Applications
Our Extensive Product Line

Resource Power Group (RPG) is an authorized distributor and value-added reseller for Henizmann (Germany), Regulateurs Europa (UK), and Noris Controls (Germany). Each of these companies manufactures an extensive product line and there are some overlaps. We apply the best solution to our customers for any given case. We can offer everything from replacement parts to complete systems.

Woodward Replacements

Heinzmann, Regulateurs Europa, and Noris offer replacement systems for virtually any legacy Woodward system including mechanical governors, electric governors, generator controls, switchgear, propulsion controls, SCADA systems, local and remote monitoring systems, and sensors. Tired of poorly performing legacy systems? Why not upgrade to your ideal level of automation and control.
Component & Governor Repair
Most of our five service stations include governor and control system repair and calibration services based on the Regulatuers Europa and Heinzmann diesel simulator and test bench. The simulator allows us to test your governor dynamically by simulating the dynamics of the prime mover. Heinzmann produces a large number of natural gas engine components for Waukesha, Caterpillar, Superior, and other OEM brands. In some cases, RPG offers exchange gas engine components. In other cases, our team can repair your component and return it to service economically.

Who We Serve
Our customers include end-users in the power, marine, industrial, and gas compression industries as well as the service companies that may cater to them. We also support shipyards and O&M companies contracted to operate power plants.
About RPG

Resource Power Group (RPG) is the trade name for Louisiana Machinery Company LLC’s large, medium speed engine business. The company was established in 1933 and is a privately-owned business approaching $1 Billion in annual revenues. RPG is an authorized distributor for EMD and MaK engines, for Mitsubishi and Napier turbochargers, and for Heinzmann and Regulateurs Europa governors and Noris controls.

RPG, with offices in Houston, Miami, New Orleans, Ciudad del Carmen (Mexico), and Panama City (Panama), focuses on power, marine, gas compression, and industrial applications in the “Middle Americas” including the Southern US, Mexico, Central America, the Northern part of South America and the Caribbean islands.